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Abstract. In this paper, the ten-year (1996–2005) total ion
density Ni measurements from the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft in the morning and
evening (09:30 and 21:30 LT) sectors have been analyzed
to explore the dependence of plasma densities in the topside
ionosphere at middle and low latitudes on the solar activity
level. Results indicate that there is a strong solar activity dependence of DMSP Ni at 848 km altitude, which has latitudinal and seasonal features. The plasma density in the topside
ionosphere has an approximately linear dependence on daily
F107 and a strongly nonlinear dependence on SEM/SOHO
EUV, such that the change rate of Ni becomes greater with
increasing solar EUV. This is quite different from the dependence of Ni near the F-Region peak (NmF2), at which
the rate of change of NmF2 decreases with increasing solar
EUV. The rate of change of Ni at the DMSP altitude is greatest in the latitude range where Ni is greatest during high solar activity. We suggest that this greater rate of change (or
amplification effect) of Ni at the DMSP altitude is mainly
a consequence of the solar activity variations of the topside
scale height. The changes in the height of the F-Region peak
(hmF2 ) and the density NmF2 play a secondary role.
Keywords. Solar physics, astrophysics, and astronomy (Ultraviolet emissions) – Ionosphere (Plasma temperature and
density; Solar radiation and cosmic ray effects)
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Introduction

It is well known that the temporal variations of the Earth’s
ionosphere are ultimately linked to those of solar activity,
because the main source of the ionospheric plasma is photoionization of neutrals by solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
and X-ray radiations. Previous studies have shown that electron density in the ionosphere varies with solar activity in a
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rather complicated way (e.g. Balan et al., 1996; Kane, 2003;
Liu et al., 2003; Richards, 2001; Sethi et al., 2002; Su et
al., 1999; West et al., 1997). Considerable progress has been
achieved in understanding the solar cycle variations of the F
layer (e.g. Kane, 2003; Lei et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006b;
Sethi et al., 2002), while limited analyses have been applied
to the topside ionosphere (e.g. Rich et al., 2003; Su et al.,
1999; West et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2005). Evidence indicates that ionospheric variations have altitude dependencies (Rich et al., 2003; Su et al., 1999). For example, Su et
al. (1999) found strong altitude dependencies in the solar activity variations of electron densities, which were observed
with the Japanese incoherent scatter radar. Recently, Rich et
al. (2003) revealed that the 27-day effect is much more pronounced in the topside plasma density than that in the total
electron content (TEC).
Topside plasma densities have been being continuously
measured by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) spacecraft since 1987. This database is ideally
suited for studies of the climatology of the topside ionosphere. At the same time, since 1996, the solar EUV fluxes in
26–34 nm and 0.1–50 nm wavelength bands have been being
continuously monitored by the Solar EUV Monitor (SEM)
spectrometer on board the Solar Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) (Judge et al., 1998). There are few comparable
records in history, especially the solar EUV observations
(Kane, 2003). In this analysis, data from both measurements
are collected to investigate the solar cycle variations of the
topside ionosphere. We will focus on the effects in the morning and evening (09:30 and 21:30 LT) sectors at middle and
low latitudes. The most striking new feature is that DMSP Ni
increases at a higher rate with increasing SEM/SOHO EUV.
This is contrary to the saturation effects of the peak electron
density of the F layer (NmF2) and TEC (e.g. Balan et al.,
1994, 1996; Liu et al., 2003, 2006b). This feature is pronounced in a broad range of latitudes, which has not been
reported yet.
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Fig. 1. Periods of DMSP Ni , and SEM/SOHO EUV in the 0.1–
50 nm wavelength band with corresponding solar index F107.
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Data source

The series of the DMSP spacecraft are designated with letter F and the flight number. The fleet of DMSP spacecraft
are in Sun-synchronous polar orbits at a constant altitude of
about 848 km. The period of an orbit is around 101 min,
and consecutive orbits are separated in longitude by 25.5◦ .
The nearly constant local time of the DMSP orbital planes
makes their ionospheric measurements unique for allowing
other drivers of the plasma characteristics to be more noticeable. The overlapped operational time of the spacecraft ensures the data’s integrity. The spacecraft carries a “Special
Sensor-Ions, Electrons and Scintillation” (SSIES) package to
monitor the behavior of thermal plasma in the topside ionosphere since 1987. This package has been described in many
works (e.g. Rich et al., 2003; West et al., 1997). The sum of
plasma densities over all species (referred to as the total ion
density, or Ni ) is measured with the onboard Scintillation
Meter at a resolution of 24 Hz.
In this paper, only data in the morning and evening (09:30
and 21:30 LT) sectors from the spacecraft F12, F14, and F15
were chosen. The Ni data are archived and provided at the
University of Texas, Dallas (UTD) website as a 4-s average.
At each local time sector, values of Ni in each day from
1996 to 2005 between ±50◦ geomagnetic latitude are averaged in 51 latitude bins. The geomagnetic coordinates we
used are provided by UTD. The magnetic latitudes are the
corrected geomagnetic coordinates of the sub-spacecraft locations. Each bin includes data points over all longitudes, is
centered at even latitudes (50◦ N, 48◦ N, . . . , 48◦ S, 50◦ S),
and spans 2.5◦ in extent (some overlap with neighbor bins).
Irregularity structures, e.g. equatorial plasma density bubbles, may appear in the post-sunset topside ionosphere. Irregularities in the data set have been removed before taking
the average. The seasons are defined as December solstice
(±45 days centered on 21 December), March equinox (±30
days centered on 23 March), June solstice (±45 days cenAnn. Geophys., 25, 1337–1343, 2007
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tered on 21 June), and September equinox (±30 days centered on 23 September). Moreover, Zhao et al. (2005) examined the storm effects for more than one hundred cases during
1996–2004 and found that Ni is enhanced during the main
phases of storms and depressed during the recovery phases
of storms. As a matter of fact, since the topside ionosphere
is largely controlled by solar EUV, the geomagnetic effect is
less statistically evident. It is found that there is no obvious
statistical relationship between Ni and geomagnetic disturbances. Therefore, we ignore the geomagnetic activity effects on the plasma densities in this analysis.
Since 1996, solar EUV fluxes in 26–34-nm and 0.1–50-nm
wavelength bands have been being continuously monitored
by SEM/SOHO (Judge et al., 1998). The daily values of the
SEM/SOHO EUV fluxes are available at the website http:
//www.usc.edu/dept/space science/semdatafolder/long/. We
only use the 0.1–50-nm EUV flux data (denoted as I in the
following sections for brevity) in this study, since there is a
strong linear cross-correlation between these two bands (Liu
et al., 2006b). The 10.7-cm solar radio flux, F107, is often used as a standard proxy for solar activity. In this paper,
we adopt the adjusted values of F107 provided at the SPIDR
website in accord with the work of Liu et al. (2006b), since
different F107 values (the observed, adjusted and absolute
values) do not affect our conclusions. Figure 1 shows the
variations of F107 and the intensities of EUV in the 0.1–50nm wavelength band. The time coverage of DMSP Ni is also
displayed in Fig. 1.

3

Results

As an example, Fig. 2 shows scatter plots of DMSP Ni
against I, and F107 in every day during December solstices at
5 magnetic latitude bins (40◦ S, 16◦ S, 0◦ , 16◦ N, and 40◦ N).
Due to the page limitation, we only show data in the morning
sector here, although this feature presents at both local time
sectors (21:30 and 09:30 LT). Readers may consult the general differences between both local time sectors in the work
of Zhao et al. (2005). A complete picture over the latitudinal
coverage is illustrated in Fig. 3. The solid curves in Fig. 2
show the corresponding fits with the piecewise linear leastsquares method. To obtain the nonlinear trend, we choose
11 pieces of fitted bits in each latitudinal bin in this analysis. Although the detailed response in each latitude bin is
slightly different, the overall results show that Ni increases
with increasing F107 or I. Plasma densities increase almost
linearly with F107 when F107 lies in the range 100 to 250.
The variation of Ni at an altitude of 848 km with F107 is generally similar to that at 600 km (Su et al., 1999). The different manifestations of Ni with F107 and I may be understood
when a nonlinear statistical relationship between F107 and I
is taken into account. Results illustrated in Fig. 2 of Liu et
al. (2006b) show that the increase in SEM/SOHO EUV with
www.ann-geophys.net/25/1337/2007/
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Fig. 2. Variations of the morning (09:30 LT) DMSP Ni with F107 and SEM/SOHO EUV during December solstices. The variations of
piecewise least-squares fit are shown by the solid curves.

Fig. 3. The piecewise linear least-square fitted values of DMSP Ni (in 105 cm−3 ) as functions of magnetic latitude and solar EUV in four
seasons.

F107 is much steeper at low and moderate F107 values than
at high ones.
What is important to be noticed here is contrary to the saturation effect in the F region (that is, plasma densities near
www.ann-geophys.net/25/1337/2007/

the F peak tend to increase much less or even negatively for
higher F107 or EUV) (e.g. Balan et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2003,
2006b), DMSP Ni increases at a higher rate with increasing EUV. This feature of a greater rate of change (we call it
Ann. Geophys., 25, 1337–1343, 2007
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Fig. 4. The change rates of Ni with respect to solar EUV, dNi /dI (in 105 cm−3 per 1010 photons cm−2 s−1 ), as functions of magnetic latitude
and solar EUV in four seasons.

an amplification effect) is more significant in the Southern
Hemisphere and at lower magnetic latitude in the December
solstice months. This noticeable feature also exists in other
seasons (see Figs. 3 and 4).
Figure 3 illustrates the latitudinal variations and solar activity dependences of the piecewise fitted Ni in the four seasons in the morning sector. Adjusting the size of the fitting
pieces does not change the general feature, while these tests
indicate some influences on the corresponding change rates
of Ni with I, dNi /dI. It is clearly seen in Fig. 3 that DMSP
Ni has distinct seasonal and latitudinal variations and strong
solar activity dependencies.
The plasma densities at 848-km altitude have highest values within a broad range of latitudes around the magnetic
equator, which shifts with season. At higher latitudes, plasma
densities are found to decrease with increasing latitude in
both hemispheres and plasma density is higher in the summer hemisphere.
The corresponding change rates of Ni with I, dNi /dI (in
unit of 105 cm−3 per 1010 photons cm−2 s−1 ), in the four seasons are plotted in Fig. 4. As illustrated in Fig. 4, dNi /dI
varies with latitude and season. Moreover, the values of
dNi /dI tend to increase with increasing solar EUV. For example, at 20◦ S magnetic latitude in the September equinox the
value of dNi /dI increases from lower than 104 cm−3 per 1010
photons cm−2 s−1 to higher than 7×104 cm−3 per 1010 photons cm−2 s−1 . In other words, the increase of Ni becomes
stronger at high EUV values than at low values. This feature is more distinct in December solstice (the top-left panel
Ann. Geophys., 25, 1337–1343, 2007

of Fig. 4) and September equinox (the bottom-right panel of
Fig. 4).
Figures 3 and 4 show that the maximum ion density in
the Southern Hemisphere during the December solstices is
larger than that in the Northern Hemisphere during the June
solstices. The hemispheric asymmetry becomes stronger
with increasing solar activity. The latitudinal features of the
DMSP plasma densities are obviously modulated by solar activity and season, that is, the latitudinal structure becomes
more significant at higher solar activity and at seasons other
than equinoxes. As we know, the latitudinal changes in the
solar zenith angle (SZA) could have some effects on the latitudinal pattern shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The local sunrise
time could change by 2 h from 50◦ N to the geographic equator; over the same latitude range SZA could change up to
45◦ in winter. Moreover, the movement of the ionosphere
due to neutral winds may also be a primary cause of the latitudinal and seasonal variations of the topside plasma density
(Venkatraman and Heelis, 2000). Equinoctial asymmetries
seen in the MU radar observations (Balan et al., 1998) are
also found in DMSP Ni . Readers can consult the work of
Liu et al. (2007b) on the hemispheric and annual asymmetries of DMSP Ni. Furthermore, a statistical model of DMSP
Ni has been developed by Zhao et al. (2005) using an empirical orthogonal function analysis.

www.ann-geophys.net/25/1337/2007/
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Discussion

The topside ionosphere at DMSP altitude is mainly composed of ions O+ , H+ , and He+ . The abundances of these
ions are dominated by transport and chemical processes (e.g.
Chandra and Rangaswamy, 1967; West et al., 1997; Zhao et
al., 2005). The plasma distribution of the equatorial and midlatitude ionosphere is subject to a number of transport processes involving thermospheric neutral winds, E×B drifts,
and field-aligned diffusions (Venkatraman and Heelis, 2000).
During the daytime, photoionization of O+ in the F-region
creates an upward pressure gradient force in the topside ionosphere. As a result, the newly-created O+ diffuses upward
along the magnetic field lines. The plasma also undergoes an
upward E×B drift motion during the daytime. The upward
diffusion and E×B drift of plasma during the daytime cause
the O+ ion to become the dominant species at the DMSP altitudes, especially at high solar activity (West et al., 1997).
At night, rapid recombination of the ion species in the ionosphere decreases the upward diffusion of the topside plasma
along the field line. Above the F-layer peak, the transport
processes become more and more dominant in controlling
the plasma distribution. As a result, it is expected that, to
first approximation, plasma density (Ne ) in the topside ionosphere is under diffusive equilibrium (Rishbeth and Garriott,
1969):


Ne (h) = NmF2 exp 0.5 1 − z − e−z ,
(1)
z = (h − hmF2)/H (h) .
Here hmF2 is the peak height and H (h) the topside plasma
scale height at an altitude h. Thus, variations of plasma densities in the topside ionosphere are closely coupled with those
in the F-region, as well as with the topside scale height, although the behavior in the topside ionosphere is rather different from that in the F-region.
Based on Eq. (1), a qualitative explanation for different
manifestations of the solar activity variations in the topside
and the F-region ionosphere is made by taking into account
the variations of (1) NmF2, (2) hmF2, and (3) topside scale
height with increasing solar activity.
When solar activity becomes more active, the photoionization production rate increases due to the enhancement of
both solar EUV flux and the concentration of atomic oxygen (e.g. Ivanov-Kholodny and Mikhailov, 1986; Richards,
2001). This will contribute to the increase of O+ and total
ion concentration Ni (or electron density) at a fixed altitude
in the ionosphere or around hmF2, although the saturation
effect may occur or becomes significant at some locations
(Balan et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2003, 2006b; Richards, 2001;
Su et al., 1999).
At the same time, the height of the F peak is closely related with solar activity, that is, the F2 peak also moves to
higher altitude at higher solar activity (e.g. Buonsanto, 1990;
Lei et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006b; Pandey et al., 2003; Zhang
et al., 2005). Higher hmF2 will lead to a smaller reduced
www.ann-geophys.net/25/1337/2007/

Fig. 5. Typical electron density profiles over Arecibo under solar
maximum (April 1989) and solar minimum conditions (April 1986).

height z in Eq. (1), thus also giving rise to plasma density at
the DMSP altitude.
Moreover, the shape of the topside plasma density profiles
or the scale height may also vary with solar activity (Chuo,
2007; Kutiev et al., 2006; Kutiev and Marinov, 2007; Liu et
al., 2007a; Luan et al., 2006; Stankov and Jakowski, 2006).
With measurements from incoherent scatter radar, digisonde,
topside sounder, and radio occultation techniques, the plasma
scale heights around the F peak and the topside ionosphere
are found to become larger at higher solar activity (Kutiev et
al., 2006; Lei et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006a, 2007a; Stankov
and Jakowski, 2006), which will also increase plasma density
at the DMSP altitude as a key role by further decreasing the
reduced height z in Eq. (1).
The aforementioned three related variations are schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 with typical electron density profiles
observed with the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar under solar minimum and maximum conditions. A complete statistical analysis on the scale heights from the Arecibo ISR observations is reported by Liu et al. (2007a). Since DMSP Ni
observations are made at an altitude of several scale heights
above the F2 peak, variations in density near the F2 peak may
be amplified in DMSP plasma density through the “pivot effect” (Rich et al., 2003), e.g. the 27-day variation. The “pivot
effect” occurs when a variation in density is amplified by a
factor of e (=2.71828) at an altitude of a scale height above
the F2 peak. Because DMSP observations come from more
than 3 scale heights above the F2 peak, Rich et al. suggested
that this effect is contributed to by scale height. As a result,
even in a situation where the solar activity dependency of
the electron density near the F2 peak is weak, with increasing altitude, the variation of plasma density will be amplified
and a stronger solar activity dependency will be present at
Ann. Geophys., 25, 1337–1343, 2007
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the DMSP altitude. On the basis of Eq. (1), the amplification comes from the exponential term, which is mainly contributed from the solar activity variations of scale height. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, the contributions from the larger scale
heights, as well as higher F layer and enhanced ionization in
the F-region causes the amplification effect of the topside Ni
at a fixed altitude.
On the other hand, the amplification feature of DMSP
Ni is not due to altitude changes because the mean of the
altitude of the DMSP spacecraft remains almost constant.
The altitude of the DMSP spacecraft decreases by approximately 0.25 km/year during solar minimum and approximately 0.50 km/year at solar maximum. Over a ten-year
span the altitude change would be insignificant compared to
a scale height of more than 100 km.

5

Summary

In this paper the dependence of plasma densities in the topside ionosphere on solar activity level has been investigated
by analyzing the DMSP total ion density, the SEM/SOHO
EUV, and solar proxy F107 from 1996 to 2005. The present
investigation reveals that DMSP Ni at 848 km is rather sensitive to solar EUV flux, which has latitudinal and seasonal features. The most noticeable feature is that the topside plasma
density is approximately linear against F107, but it is nonlinear with the intensities of the SEM/SOHO EUV. The change
rate of Ni with increasing solar EUV is more pronounced
around the magnetic latitudes where maximum values of Ni
occur at high solar activity. We suggest that this amplification effect of the solar activity variations of Ni in the topside
ionosphere mainly results from solar activity variations of the
topside scale heights. The changes in the height and electron
density of the underlying ionosphere with solar activity are
also part of the reason, but not the primary reason. The combined effects result in the amplification feature of Ni in the
topside ionosphere. However, a quantitative determination
of the source mechanisms requires further investigation with
theoretical models which will be done later.
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